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Experience the world's closest electric shave

With uncompromised skin comfort*

The Philips S9000 Prestige glides smoothly over your skin, while cutting each hair

exceptionally close - even on a 7-day beard. The result is smoothness that touches

you, and closeness you can feel.

The closest electric shave

Blades with extra strong, sharp edges for ultimate closeness

Follow every contour, catching even difficult hairs

Uncompromised skin comfort

Rings coated with metallic pigments for superb gliding

Adapts 15x/sec for effortless shaving even on a 7-day beard

Fewer shaving passes for excellent skin comfort

Personalize your shave by choosing between three settings

Digital display with intuitive icons for convenience & ease

Premium experience

Click-on trimmer for perfect mustache and sideburn trimming

Protects your shaver and accessories

The premium case protects the shaver as well as its accessories

Shave comfortably, wet or dry

Fully charge your shaver in one hour
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Highlights

NanoTech Precision Blades

NanoTech precision blades are strengthened

with nano particles and have extra strong and

long-lasting sharp edges. They cut hair with the

highest precision, delivering extremely close

results at skin level.

Superb SkinComfort rings

Get a shave that glides extremely smoothly over

your skin, with the Superb SkinComfort rings.

The rings with metallic pigments have an anti-

friction coating for superb gliding.

BeardAdapt Sensor

Shave off even a dense 7-day beard-

effortlessly. The BeardAdapt Sensor checks the

hair density 15 times per second and

automatically adapts the shaver to your hair.

Excellent skin comfort system

Our excellent skin comfort system enables you

to get a highly efficient shave, even on a longer

(up to 7-day) beard. Its new wider,

rounder openings catch more hair per pass,

resulting in a difference you can feel: excellent

skin comfort.

Personal comfort settings

Choose between 3 modes to customize your

shave. Sensitive - for a gentle, thorough shave.

Normal - for a thorough, everyday shave. Fast -

for a quick shave that saves you time.

Multi-direction ContourDetect

Get an extremely close, smooth shave. Multi-

direction ContourDetect heads follow every

contour of your face, catching even difficult hairs.

SmartClick precision trimmer

Finish your look with the skin-friendly

SmartClick precision trimmer. It is ideal for

maintaining your mustache and trimming your

sideburns.

Premium Case

The premium pouch protects the shaver as well

as its accessories.

Digital display

The intuitive display shows relevant information,

enabling you to get the best performance out of

your shaver: - 3 digit (%)

battery indicator - Cleaning Indicator - Battery

Low Indicator - Replacement Head Indicator -

Travel Lock Indicator
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Specifications

Shaving Performance

Shaving system: NanoTech precision blades,

Excellent skin comfort system

Contour-following: Multi-direction

ContourDetect

Skin comfort: Excellent skin comfort system,

Superb SkinComfort rings, BeardAdapt Sensor

Personal Comfort Settings: Sensitive-Normal-

Fast settings

Accessories

SmartClick: Precision trimmer

Pouch: Premium pouch

Ease of use

Display: % Battery Level Indicator

Wet & Dry: Wet and dry use

Cleaning: 3-step cleaning, Fully washable

Design

Finishing: Timeless elegance

Handle: Ergonomic grip & handling

Power

Quick charge: 5 minutes

Charging time: 1 hour

Run time: 60 minutes

Service

2-year guarantee

* In comparison with other leading premium brands.

Tested on 1- and 3-day beards.
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